Rapid genotyping of mutant mice using dried blood spots for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis.
Spontaneous neurologic mutations in the mouse provide powerful tools for the study of mammalian central nervous system development. The study of mouse neurologic mutants has led to a better understanding of the complex mechanisms involved in the development of the nervous system. Because few of these mutations have been identified, molecular probes distinguishing heterozygotes from homozygotes are generally unavailable. Further, most neurologic mouse mutants breed poorly as homozygotes, making it necessary to breed heterozygotes and select homozygous mutant progeny based on phenotype. The requirement for heterozygous breeding and the lack of molecular markers specific for the mutation have hampered developmental studies because the underlying neurologic perturbations occur before the mutant mice can be identified by phenotype. The recent identification and chromosomal assignment of simple sequence repeats (SSRs), repetitive sequences of DNA found at a high density throughout the mouse genome, provide the tools for mapping mutations in the mouse and for subsequent genotyping of potential mutants prior to phenotype onset. The SSRs are useful because these markers are polymorphic (for review see Weber, J.L., Human DNA polymorphisms based on length variations in simple-sequence tandem repeats. In: K.E. Davies and S.M. Tilghman (Eds.), Genetic and Physical Mapping. Genome Analysis, Vol. I, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Plainview, NY, 1990, pp. 159-181 [16]), that is, the size of the individual SSRs differs among strains of mice. Following polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of an SSR and separation of PCR products by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, one can easily visualize differences in the size of the PCR product between mouse strains. Many mutations in the mouse arose spontaneously on inbred strains and were subsequently backcrossed onto a different strain. After many generations of congenic backcrosses, the only DNA retained from the original mutant strain is composed of the mutant gene and closely linked regions. Thus, it is possible to cross the mutant strain to a different mouse strain and map the mutation by correlating mutant phenotype to SSRs the same size as the original mutant strain. We have mapped the tottering (tg), Purkinje cell degeneration (pcd), and nervous (nr) mutations using SSRs in backcrossed mouse strains. The SSRs distinguishing mutant from normal strains can then be used to genotype potential mutant pups before the onset of the mutant phenotype. The protocol described below can be adapted to almost any mutation congenically inbred for genotyping. Here we describe a method for selecting primers appropriate for genotyping potential mouse mutants and a rapid protocol for genotype screening. Even with SSRs distinguishing mutant from normal mice, genotyping several mice simultaneously can be a daunting task. This is primarily because the protocols available for preparing DNA for PCR amplification are time-consuming, requiring several purification steps including phenol extractions. Although kits are commercially available for DNA preparation without organic extractions, these kits tend to be expensive. The protocol described is a rapid, inexpensive method of determining the genotype of mice using PCR analysis of dried blood spots. The protocol only requires PCR primers distinguishing among alleles and is therefore ideal for the rapid identification of potential mutants for those mouse mutations which have been mapped using microsatellite markers. The DNA preparation protocol may also be used in rapid screening of potential transgenic mice.